these SAs solve the problem with just one pass of the data through the array. Moreover, the array topology is dependent on the type of problem to be solved. 
is too large to allow it to be solved directly by processing it on the array. In addition, if the system has fault-tolerant capabilities, the array is reconfigured in cases of PE failure, and the algorithm must be restructured to make it executable by the smaller array that results from such failure. Therefore, the original problem must be partitioned into subproblems whose individual sizes fit available SAP dimensions. Usually, SAPs are algorithm-specific, and some ofthem are even direct hardware implementations of problem-sizedependent SAs. A typical application area for algorithm-specific problem-sizedependent SAPs is real-time digital signal processing.
To achieve wider applicability, it is useful to design versatile SAPs, which are SAPs that, when attached to a host, can execute several algorithms in a problemsize-independent manner.
To derive a versatile SAP, we propose the following steps.
For each problem in the problem set: (1) We select, in
Step 2 of the previously described process, problem-sizedependent SAs proposed by H.T. Kung and C.E. Leiserson.' We do not explicitly consider Step 4; however, implementing it is simple because we make appropriate choices in Step 2.
Finally, we make some comments related to the use of pipelined PEs.
Systolic algorithms for matrix computations Several problem-size-dependent SAs can be derived for a matrix problem, depending on the speed and direction of dataflows as well as on the types of matrix substructures (rows, columns, or diagonals) that form the data sequence that enters or leaves through each 1/0 link of the array. We discuss two types of SAs according to their 1/0 matrix substructures: band SAs, in which the matrices enter or leave by diagonals, and dense SAs, in which the I/O substructures are rows or columns. We do not consider here hybrid algorithms (one type is the class of algorithms in which one matrix enters by rows or columns and another by diagonals).
In problem-size-dependent band SAs, the number of cells is related to the matrix bandwidth. When these algorithms are executed on an SAP, maximum array utilization is achieved when problems with band matrices (bandproblems) are being solved. In problem-size-dependent dense SAs, the number of cells depends on the number of rows or columns in the matrices involved. Maximum array utilization is achieved in the case of dense problems (that is, problems with dense matrices).
When the structure of the matrices (band or dense) involved in the problem does not fit the type of SA (dense or band) that is being used to solve the problem, array utilization decreases dramatically. Nevertheless, this drawback can be overcome if the original algorithm is modified. Another important factor in SAs is the relative direction of dataflows. Accordingly, we differentiate between SAs with "data contraflow" and SAs without it. Figures la and 2a show, respectively, one ID topology and one 2D topology, both with data contraflow. For example, by changing the direction ofthe diagonal connections in Figure 2a , we would obtain a 2D topology without data contraflow.
Generally, in ID (or 2D) SAs with data contraflow, only one of every two (or three) consecutive cells is active during each step. In these cases, to achieve maximum array utilization, every PE of the SAP would have to execute the computations of two (or three) consecutive cells.
In the set of problems considered in this article, we distinguish between two groups. The first includes M*V and M*M multiplication. In the second group we have all other problems (TSE, TME, LU). Problems in the first group are homogeneous; that is, all the operations to be performed on data are of the same type. This fact makes it possible to have only one type of cell, which is used to construct a homo5geneous array. In the second group, the problems are nonhomogeneous. For example, the operations (division and change of sign) that are performed on the elements in the main diagonal are different from those operations (multiplication and addition) that are performed on the other elements. For this reason, the array may need different types of cells. Also, in When we consider using SAs with 2D topology to solve problems such as LU decomposition,' we see that the spatial cut-and-pile mapping is similar to the mapping just described. In Figure 2 , an array with 4-by-4 cells and the SAP with 2-by-2 PEs that results from the mapping are shown. The feedback lines that can be seen in the figure must be added to satisfy the SA communication requirements. This bidimensional array is named spiral SAP. 15 The feedback lines in the horizontal and vertical flows, which would form a torus, are not required because the information that flows in these directions is not modified in the problems under discussion. For the same reason, the feedback line from the last to the first PE in Figure  lc has been eliminated. It is also possible to find mappings from the 2D topology to a ID array.'2 Figures Ic and 2b illustrate the ID and 2D SAP topologies considered in this article, and in Figures Id and 2c , the set of all the necessary operations to be performed by PEs is shown. In our descriptions of each algorithm, we will indicate the particular set of operations to be carried out by each PE.
Temporal mapping. The original problem must be partitioned into subproblems whose data structures fit into the available SAP dimensions. The subproblem data structures are conditioned by the spatial mapping. These subproblems must be executed one after another in a manner that respects the data dependencies. The temporal mapping defines the time at which each computation assigned to a PE must be performed. We define this temporal mapping by means of the input data sequence (that is, by the order in which subproblems are executed).
The temporal mapping directly influences the array utilization. A lack of global communication capability combined with a high degree of pipelining in the SAP may produce low array utilization in loading and unloading of subproblems. Maximum utilization may be achieved if the matrix structures of subproblems and the execution order of subproblems allow each subproblem's unloading to overlap with the next subproblem's loading.
The solution of each subproblem is arrived at by execution of a band SA. The execution sequence for solving all the subproblems may be viewed as the execution of a new band problem, which we denote as the transformed problem. The bandwidth of the transformed problem fits the available SAP size.
Overlapping the loads and unloads of subproblems is equivalent to achieving maximum juxtaposition of the submatrices that constitute the band of the transformed problem (that is, it is equivalent to getting maximum density in the band). Thus, the total execution time is minimized.
A set of rules for constructing the transformed problem's band with maximum density must be defined for each type of problem. The DBT proposed here achieves the transformation of a homogeneous problem, such as a matrix-by-vector or a matrix-by-matrix multiplication, into a band problem of the same type (such a band problem is called a homogeneous transformed problem). The following rules transform the original N-by-M matrix A into a band matrix A with bandwidth w. N, M, and w can have any value (usually N, M > > w). However, we assume (and the assumption does not result in loss of generality), that N = Nw and M = Mw. If A does not have these dimensions, it is augmented with rows and /or columns of zeros until it does.
Rules for triangular-block partitioning.
(I) Split matrix A(N,M) into N-by-M square submatrices A,,(w,w). rithm is applied to nondense matrices (for example, to band matrices), the dimensions of A and the density of its band depend on the way the sparsity in A is structured. In a subsequent section entitled "Partitioning and execution technique, " we present the partitioning and transformation algorithm used to transform the STE, TME, and LU problems.
The matrix-by-vector problem Figure  4 ) controls the NE data input of PEW so that the right computations can be made. In the FSN, only a multiplexer is needed to
Regular DBTs
All DBT transformations originate matrices with a dense band of minimum length. The transformations allow maximum array utilization and minimum computation time. However, the complexity of both input-data-address generation and of the feedback selection node depend on the DBT type used. In general, extra memory is required in the feedback selection node to store partial results during some cycles. The size of this memory and the inputdata-address generation depend on the selected DBT algorithm. We call DBT algorithms "regular" when they permit global designs that have minimum complexity. Some regular DBTs that we will discuss below are shown in Figure 5 . Regular DBT algorithms are classified into two groups: standard and transposed. In the standard group (Figure 5a Figure 6 . Chained execution of subproblems, and I/O data sequencing for a triangular system of equations.
described steps. The first-level partitioning algorithm and the order of execution of the subproblems is Step I as described in the section entitled "Partitioning and execution technique":
Compute XI from L1,1 XI = B,
(1) For i = 2 to N do Bj = Bi -Li,i:i_i XIj jl (2) Compute Xi from L1i, Xi = Bi Subproblems (1) and (3) are of the same type. They consist of the solution of a triangular system with w unknowns. They can be directly executed by the SAP' (according to Step 2) . The direct execution by the array as presented in Figure 6 implies that PE, must perform Operation B (see Figure Id) , while the rest of the PEs perform Operation A. Subproblems of Expression (2) consist of matrix-by-vector multiplications with actualization. These are particular cases, with N= 1 and M= (i -1), of the matrix-by-vector multiplications presented above (Step 3a). For them, we use DBT transposed by columns. Now PE, has to perform Operation C while the rest ofthe PEs must perform Operation A.
The FSN is a simple multiplexer. Figure  6 shows its Select signal sequence and the operation that PE, must carry out in each cycle. Address and Select signal generation is simple. The number of cycles needed to solve the problem is T=(N2/w)+N+ w-2.
Matrix-by-matrix operation
We now consider the operation E= FG + H to be performed on the spiral systolic array processor (SSAP) with w-by-w PEs ( Figure 2b) ; F, G, and H are, respectively, M-by-N, N-by-P, and M-by-P matrices. First we split the problem into M P disjoint subproblems according to the following algorithm (this corresponds to Step I in the "Partitioning and execution technique" section):
For End for End for The M P subproblems (Expression (4) ) are solved one after another on the SSAP. Every subproblem is of the type D = AB + C, where A, B, and C are, respectively, w-by-N, N-by-w, and w-by-w submatrices. By means of DBT algorithms, the problem D = AB + C is transformed to a banded one: D = A B + C (Step 3); see Figure 7 (matrices C and C have been omitted in the figure). By applying DBT transposed by columns to matrix A, and DBT by columns to matrix B, matrices A and B are obtained. Matrix A is an (N+ I)-by-N block lower-band matrix; B is an N-by-(N + 1) block upper-band matrix with blocks of w-by-w elements. We define, now, C as a tridiagonal (N+ I)-by-(N+ 1) block (4) matrix in which C,, = C for i =j= 1 and Cjj = 0 otherwise. 
Compute Yifrom L, iY. = Bi Subproblems (5) and (7) are the solution of w-by-w matrix equations. Consider, for example, Subproblem (5). The matrix equation size does not allow a direct execution, which corresponds to Step 3. For this reason, Subproblem (5) is decomposed as follows:
Subproblems (8) and (9) Figure 8 shows the chaining of Subproblems (8), (9) , and (10). Subproblem (6) (14) Compute L . and U.. from Aj = Li 1U1i (15) End for (The algorithm corresponds to Step 1.)
Subproblems (11) and (15) Subproblems (12) and (13) (15), (12), (13), and (14) , some blocks of zeroes are required, but they are not necessary between Subproblems (14) and (15 
Subproblems considered in Technique
Step (b) are obtained from a first-level partition. These subproblems fit one or two dimensions of the available array. They are transformed in a later step.
Matrix-by-vector problem execution that involves the application of a DBT transposed by columns algorithm and diagonal groupings (Technique (a)) is depicted in Figure 9a . The For all the problems, array utilization is maximized, and consequently computation time is minimized, because of the perfect overlap between the loading and unloading of triangular subproblems.
We have discussed the solution of matrixby-vector multiplication and triangular system of equations problems on a ID array, and the solution of matrix-by-matrix multiplication, triangular matrix equations, and LU decomposition problems on a 2D array. Nevertheless, all the problems we have discussed can be solved on either ID or 2D versatile systolic arrays.
The systolic arrays we have discussed (ID and 2D) have feedback paths for the communication of partial results. These paths are pipelined, which preserves local communication. All the PEs must perform multiplications and additions, and only one of them needs to be able to perform divisions and changes of sign. The functionality of only a few PEs must be modified in some cycles (PE, Valero is a member of IEEE and is vice president of the Spanish Chapter of the Computer Society of the IEEE.
